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As scientific context we have to mention that the digitized and georeferenced edition 

of the historical maps is a leader method in the contemporary international 

cartography and geoinformatics, but our project will be one of the first applications in 

Romania. 

Our choice as topic was the “Charta României Meridionale” (Map of Southern 

Romania), because it is one of the most important maps of the Romanian map history. 

This map was the first detailed topographic map of Walachia, surveyed by August 

von Fligely and drawn by Carol Pop de Szathmári between 1855 and 1864. It consists 

of 112+3 sheets, each sheet has a dimension of 62 x 42 cm. 

One of the advantages of the map is its accuracy (it was based on geodetic 

measurements and topographic survey). Other advantage is its scale, which is very 

detailed (1 cm on the map is equal to only 576 meters). So, the map is the best one 

which describes the mid-19
th
 century landscape of Walachia. For these reasons the 

map is referenced as source in many historical–geographical studies. 

The disadvantages of this map used as a source map are the following: the map sheets 

are hardly accessible (all the sheets are very infrequent in map collections) and the 

map itself was drawn in an obsolete projection, so it is complicate to overlap the old 

map preciously on a modern one. The motivation of our project is to eliminate these 

disadvantages mentioned above. 

The main concept of the project is to digitize and published on web the map sheets (so 

it will be accessible), and in geo-referenced form (so it can be used in GIS-software). 

The digital and geo-referenced edition of the map open several new aspects in 

scientific researches concerned with the environmental landscape of Walachia in the 

mid-19
th
 century or with the historical changes of the landscape since then. 



Our objective is a digital and geo-referenced edition of the Map of Southern Romania 

(1855–1864) on a website completed with a gazetteer (place name index) and essays. 

On the website there will be an interactive viewer. Features of the software are the 

panning (moving), and zooming from the whole mosaic map to a detailed view. Other 

feature is the searching for (old and contemporary) place names. Other feature is the 

export. The user can export the original map sheet (with the information on map 

frame) or can export the geo-referenced mosaic version in selected (old or 

contemporary) map projection. The exported file format allows its importing in GIS 

software or in GPS too. 

The exported file will be very useful for the researchers of the broader field as well as 

for amateurs. Until now – due to the different map projections – the researchers could 

only make an approximately comparison between the old map and the present 

situation, estimated the changes “à la vue”. They couldn’t make accurate analyses. 

The importance of the geo-referenced edition is that the research will be able to lay 

precisely the old map on new maps, ortho-photographs, satellite images, digital 

elevation models, GPS-tracks. The user will be able to see the old map in GPS, to see 

what was on that place where he exactly is (thinking about e.g. the archeologists). The 

user will be able to use the old map in GIS-software with sophisticated quantitative 

analyses. 

The novelty of our project begins with a deep and ramifying (geodetic, topographic 

and cartographic) study of the map and its circumstances. The main novelty consists 

in elaborating of a geodetic datum and map projection described by calculated GIS-

parameters. With this new projection we can substitute the old projection with a 

required accuracy. 

 

 


